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intention (noun) definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary Intention is the starting point of every dream. It is
the creative power that fulfills all of our needs, whether for money, relationships, spiritual awakening, or love.
intentions - Wiktionary An intention is idea that you plan (or intend) to carry out. If you mean something, its an
intention. Intention Define Intention at Intention. Help support New Advent and get the full contents of this website
as an instant download. Includes the Catholic Encyclopedia, Church Fathers, Summa Intention - Wikipedia Categories:
English terms with audio links English non-lemma forms English noun plural forms French non-lemma forms French
noun plural forms What Oprah Knows for Sure About Intention - The action or fact of intending: Are computers
capable of intention? 2. a. An aim that guides action an objective: My intention is to learn Russian. b. intentions Ask
Amy: Parents wonder about young mans intentions The Define intention: the thing that you plan to do or achieve :
an aim or purpose intention in a sentence. intention - definition of intention in English Oxford Dictionaries Weve
probably all been the victim of manipulation at one time or another. However, here are 5 key signs a nice person secretly
has negative intentions Intention Synonyms, Intention Antonyms Define intention (noun) and get synonyms. What is
intention (noun)? intention (noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. CATHOLIC
ENCYCLOPEDIA: Intention - New Advent Synonyms for intention at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Intention (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) Jan 11, 2015
Intentions are the fuel to manifesting your goals and visions. An intention will help create more clarity in your life,
especially when the seed is Intentions Synonyms, Intentions Antonyms 2 days ago Dear Parents: You can ask this
young man any question, including what his intentions are. But really the person you should be asking is Intention definition of intention by The Free Dictionary Cruel Intentions 2 is the 2000 American comedy-drama prequel to
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Cruel Intentions and was released direct-to-video. It was written and directed by Roger Worterbuch :: intention ::
Deutsch-Englisch-Ubersetzung Cruel Intentions 2 - Wikipedia Synonyms for intentions at with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Intention Definition of Intention by
Merriam-Webster Englisch-Deutsch-Ubersetzung fur intention im Online-Worterbuch (Deutschworterbuch). 10
Intentions To Set For Your Most Authentic Life - mindbodygreen May 20, 2013 Intention is the starting point of
every dream. It is the creative power that fulfills all of our needs, whether for money, relationships, spiritual The
Intentions - Home Facebook Intentions Studio. 319 likes 217 talking about this 936 were here. Welcome to
Intentions Studio where you can come to sweat it out, let it out, and 5 Steps to Setting Powerful Intentions The
Chopra Center Everything you need to know about intention, including articles, videos, and more from the experts at
mindbodygreen. intention - mindbodygreen Intentions Define Intentions at Oprah explains how intention shapes
your experiences. intention - Wiktionary See Tweets about #intentions on Twitter. See what people are saying and join
the conversation. Definition of intention written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-Webster Learners
Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and Parents wonder about young mans intentions - Chicago
Tribune intention meaning, definition, what is intention: something that you want and plan to do: . Learn more.
intention Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary intention (plural intentions). The goal or purpose behind a
specific action or set of actions. [quotations ?]. The intention of this legislation is to boost the economy none 2. goal.
Intention, intent, purpose all refer to a wish that one means to carry out. Intention is the general word: His intention is
good.
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